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December 20, 2012 
 
 
Dear Clients: 
 
We recently updated the software for the Interface, Hospital, SNF, ESRD, HHA, RHC, Hospice and 
CORF/CHMC systems. The primary reason for this update is to implement CMS changes, repair software 
issues, and implement additional features. 
 
 
Interface, MCRIF32, version 1.35.0.2: 
 
Batch Print - Modified the batch printing to not print a selected worksheet if the worksheet was not 
considered open by the system. This allows the user to select a group of worksheets, like special reports, 
and have only the reports applicable to the cost report print. (D001-00-005881) 
 
ECR Export - The encryption code was not being written properly to the HH file, causing the ECR import to 
not be able to validate the encryption code. This is fixed. (D001-00-004740) 
 
Version Verify - Exclude checking the license DLL files by the version verify utility feature. (D001-00-006343) 
 
 
Hospital, 2552-10, version 3.2.135.0: 
 
339 - Corrected an issue where the Specialty was not printing on the Exhibit where appropriate. (D001-00-
006182) 
 
API - Implemented printing capability in 2552-10 system. (D001-00-006018) 
 
Auditor - Corrected printing of edit and summary report after applying adjustments. (D001-00-006342) 
 
Auditor - Corrected entering and applying adjustments for W/S A-8-1. (D001-00-006351) 
 
Auditor - Corrected entering and applying adjustments for W/S A-8-1. (D001-00-006352) 
 
Calculate - Modified the low volume lookup to remove leading zeroes from the provider number before 
looking up the low volume factor. CMS removes leading zeroes from the lookup table and we were not 
finding the provider number when using all six characters. (D001-00-006361) 
 
ECR Import - Corrected an issue where we were not importing the S-2 part I line 27, column 2, "date". 
(D001-00-006332) 
 
Edits - Create serious and warning edits for the 2552-10 software based on the edits in the 2552-96 
software. (D001-00-003659) 
 

http://1.35.0.2/
http://3.2.135.0/
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Edits - With T.3 changing the CRNA D part IV column 1 to be removed, if a cost report has the following 
criteria: A cost reporting period ending on or before 6-30-12 and if S-2 Pt I line 108 = Y and B part I column 
19, line 19 > 0, then we will issue the following serious edit: Verify that the value entered is correct. T3 
removed D part IV column 1, which may have caused a settlement difference. Check E Part A line 58 in PI file 
versus MCRX file. You may want to create a memo audit adj. (D001-00-006324) 
 
Help - Updated the CMS Instructions help to include W/S E, Part A Exhibit 4. (D001-00-006353) 
 
Printouts - We had an issue with the printing of S-2, I. This has now been fixed. (D001-00-006341) 
 
PS&R - Added Low Volume worksheet assignments. (D001-00-005343) 
 
PS&R - Modified the PS&R to assign the discharges for Report 118, and exclude from import the fields CFS, 
COT and GRE to ensure they are not shown on difference report as unassigned. (D001-00-006333) 
 
PS&R - Corrected PS&R assignments. The PS&R assignments for 124, 134, 144 & 154 are all Psych revenue 
codes and should be assigned to Psych line 40 rather than line 30. This is also the case with revenue codes 
128, 138, 148 & 158 which are Rehab revenue codes; assign these to line 41 rather than line 30. This change 
is to the Standard Cross Reference, user can still change this in the Provider Cross Reference. (D001-00-
006371) 
 
Screen - Removed the "Title XVIII" indicator for M-1 and M-2 as these worksheets are not title specific. 
(D001-00-006172) 
 
Special Reports - Created a separate tab for 800 Report Options in Preferences. (D001-00-005993) 
 
Special Reports - Corrected the SR917 heading from "Long-Term Care Cost to Charge Report" to correctly 
read "Cost to Charge Report." (D001-00-006326) 
 
Worksheet - We no longer automatically open the S-10 worksheet for a LTCH as this worksheet is not 
applicable to LTCH reports. (D001-00006307) 
  
 
Hospital, 2552-96, version 25.37.135.0: 
 
Calculate -0- on Worksheet S-3, Part I line 17, column 9 for cost reporting periods ending on or after March 
23, 2008. This is per CMS directive regarding ACA Cap allocations for closed hospitals. (D001-00-006053) 
 
ECR Export - The encryption code was not being written properly to the EC file, causing the ECR import to 
not be able to validate the encryption code. This is fixed. (D001-00-004740) 
 
 
SNF, 2540-10, version 3.24.135.0: 
 
Auditor - Corrected entering and applying adjustments for W/S A-8-1. (D001-00-006352) 
 

http://25.37.135.0/
http://3.24.135.0/
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Auditor - Edit reports were not printing when adjustments were applied. This is fixed. (D001-00-006357) 
 
Printouts - Corrected printing of Worksheet S-2 part I, lines 2-4, and 45-47. (D001-00-006161) 
 
PS&R - Corrected creation of reverse assignments for worksheets E part I, E-1 and D, part I. (D001-00-
006291) 
 
 
SNF, 2540-96, version 18.31.135.0: 
 
ECR Export - The encryption code was not being written properly to the SN file, causing the ECR import to 
not be able to validate the encryption code. This is fixed. (D001-00-004740) 
 
 
ESRD, 265-11, version 1.27.135.0: 
 
Auditor - Fixed problems related to detail adjustments for worksheet A-3. (D001-00-006162) 
 
Auditor - Edit report did not print after adjustments were applied. This is fixed. (D001-00-006358) 
 
Calculate - Modified calculation of worksheet E, lines 2.01 and 2.02, column 2, per CMS clarification. (D001-
00-006363) 
 
 
ESRD, 265-94, version 9.40.135.0: 
 
ECR Export - The encryption code was not being written properly to the RD file, causing the ECR import to 
not be able to validate the encryption code. This is fixed. (D001-00-004740) 
  
 
HHA, 1728-94, version 15.30.135.0: 
 
ECR Import - Corrected importing of W/S B-1 overrides during ECR import. We were doubling the override 
value. (D001-00-006241) 
 
Edits - Corrected issuing of erroneous Level II edit #2010 (HFS edit #69). (D001-00-006164) 
 
 
RHC, 222-92, version 10.25.135.0: 
 
ECR Export - The encryption code was not being written properly to the RF file, causing the ECR import to 
not be able to validate the encryption code. This is fixed. (D001-00-004740/D001-00-006261) 
 
 
Hospice, 1984-99, version 9.18.135.0: 
 

http://18.31.135.0/
http://1.27.135.0/
http://9.40.135.0/
http://15.30.135.0/
http://10.25.135.0/
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ECR Export - The encryption code was not being written properly to the HS file, causing the ECR import to 
not be able to validate the encryption code. This is fixed. (D001-00-004740) 
 
 
CORF/CMHC, 2088-92, version 7.44.135.0: 
 
ECR Export - The encryption code was not being written properly to the CM file, causing the ECR import to 
not be able to validate the encryption code. This is fixed. (D001-00-004740) 
 
 

http://7.44.135.0/

